
HOOVER TANK VACUUM  MODEL:TWDH1400



Specifications:
●Power: 1300 W

●Robust base with anti-shock

●Power supply: 220-230 V 50 Hz

●Vacuum: 287 mbar

●Capacity 'stem: 17 lt.

●Capacity 'lot: 16.5 lt.

●Bag Capacity: 6.5 lt.



HP 9 D Vacuum Cleaner 1300 Watt.

Any kind of dirt can 'embarrass' a vacuum cleaner Hoove Professional.

The most 'small vacuum cleaners of the Professional range.

Totally made of ABS. Practical use, meets the rationality 'constructive 

economy gesione, not giving up a respectable performance. Thanks to the 

wide range of accessories can 'give face to every need of cleaning.

Furthermore, the 9 lt. of capacity 'of the tank, the suction power adjustable 

and light weight (only 7 kg.) make it a real "wild card" for all situations. 

Possibility 'of the use with microfilter.

Specifications:
●Power: 1300 W

●Robust base with anti-shock

●Power supply: 220-230 V 50 Hz

●Vacuum: 287 mbar

●Capacity 'stem: 17 lt.

●Capacity 'lot: 16 lt.



Hoover Professional vacuum cleaner

HP 10 WD 1300 Watt Vacuum and liquids.

Use accessories with a diameter of 36 mm.

Specifications:
●Powerful and versatile

●Rubber wheels anti-noise and anti sign

●Hook closure with nylon insert rupture

●Power: 1300 W

●Power supply: 220-230 V 50 Hz

●Vacuum: 240 mbar

●Capacity 'stem: 17 lt.

●Capacity 'bag: 6.5 lt.

Included Accessories:
●Flexible hose

●Extension tubes coated aluminum

●Carpet / floor brush

●Squeegee

●Crevice

● Upholstery tool

● Brush

No amount of dirt can 'embarrass' a vacuum cleaner Hoove Professional.

Vacuum and liquids professional, ideal for cleaning companies in small spaces.

The cart with big wheels facilitates transport and overcome the steps. At the base of the 

cart you can enter the accessories such as rigid extensions, the brush or the crevice.



Hoover Professional vacuum cleaner

HP 20 WD 1300 Watt Vacuum and liquids.

Use accessories with a diameter of 38 mm.

Specifications:
●Powerful and versatile

●Rubber wheels anti-noise and anti sign

●Hook closure with nylon insert rupture

●Power: 1300 W

●Power supply: 220-230 V 50 Hz

●Vacuum: 240 mbar

●Capacity 'stem: 26 lt.

●Capacity 'bag: 21 lt.

Included Accessories:
●Flexible hose

●Extension tubes coated aluminum

●Carpet / floor brush

●Squeegee

●Crevice

● Upholstery tool

● Brush

No amount of dirt can 'embarrass' a vacuum cleaner Hoove Professional.

Vacuum and liquids professional, ideal for cleaning companies in small spaces.

The cart with big wheels facilitates transport and overcome the steps. At the base of the 

cart you can enter the accessories such as rigid extensions, the brush or the crevice.
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